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Lossless system:
R
R supply in  
R
R supply out = 0
beginning at rest, ending at restProblem statement
                  
          
        
Given (inﬁnite) exact measurements of u and y
of system lossless w.r.t. (known) supply rate Q,
ﬁnd state representation
x = Ax + Bu
y = Cx + Du
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In this talk, B is:
 linear subspace of (Rw)
Z := fw : Z ! Rwg;
 shift-invariant: B  B, with  the forward shift;
 complete:
w 2 B , wjZ\[t0;t1] 2 BjZ\[t0;t1] 8  1 < t0  t1 < 1
 ‘controllable’
(=) B 3 compact suppport trajectories)Behaviors
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 
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x = Ax + Bu;y = Cx + Dug
Minimal state: dim(x) = n(B), McMillan degree of B.Exact identiﬁcation
Given measurements D, B is unfalsiﬁed by D if
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f(0) f(1)  f(T   L) 





f(L   1) f(L)  f(T + 1) 
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Let  = > 2 Rww. B is lossless w.r.t. supply rate
Q(w) := w
>w
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Main resultThe Stein matrix
Proposition: Let B controllable and -lossless. Let
w = col(u;y) 2 Bj[0;1)\`w
2, and assume u persistently
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Proof: “Every storage function is a quadratic function
of the state.” Thanks Jan, thanks Harry!The Stein matrix revisited
Proposition: Let B controllable and -lossless. Let
w = col(u;y) 2 Bj[0;1)\`w
2, and assume u persistently








(u+y)(u+y) :The Stein matrix revisited
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Assume yy sign-deﬁnite; then rank(S(w)) = n(B) .
yy sign-deﬁnite =) minimal state sequence
computable from rank-revealing factorization of S(w)
S(w) = U
>U ; U =

x(0) x(1) 
The Stein matrix revisited
Proposition: Let B controllable and -lossless. Let
w = col(u;y) 2 Bj[0;1)\`w
2, and assume u persistently
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 ¿What if dissipation rate not known?Reﬁnements and work in progress
 Sign-deﬁniteness of yy replaceable with half-line
losslessness on R  and # positive eigenvalues of
=# of inputs;
 Balanced lossless realization obtainable via
suitable factorization of S(w) = X>X;
 If dissipation rate Q known, dissipative case
tackled in analogous way;
 ¿What if dissipation rate not known?
 Lossless model reduction from data
S(w) ; lossless (A;B;C;D)
Approximation S(w) ; lossless (Ared;Bred;Cred;Dred)                                    
          
                  
                
                     
                      
     
              
                                     
                             
                   
        
                   
                          
                         
                 
                